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Introduction 

1

'~fiflfi11l~~~~~:" Final D~ision of llie National Anti-Doping Panel (here~,;!~i\~~~~,~~~W 
\t.'\1UH--d.~t.~r~li.Ji.69''two charges brought by UK Anti-Doping1. The charges relat,e-)to/c:f;U.r!n~::s_~rpple': :::: : ·~: ::~ :-..:~ .. :~·. ·:-:: ~- ·.::.:..: : : ·:. : .. ::·. >~>:.; .: .. ·.. . -:;·,•. :-..... ::: -::: .: .: ·. > . :.<. ::.:: ··;·: · .. :. ·.,:. ·: .:·.: ... 

. . .. .. : .. ~. ~- ;. : :.: .. :.::· . .•. . . . 

''ii'~,~~!TI'f~¥,\i~~!j"~]W~~~ent, Bernk:e Wilson (hereafter 'Ms Wilson,:),;;~~~;~~-'~-~~ t¥~ilJ-,61d 
spripler: ~hp'\h'~~:::·~~Pt~~~Q:t~~ Gr~at Britain at the Eprop~~n, jf)dod_f:J..qh~rnPiohships in 

F ranee; in M~rbh 201 +, an~: a_spir~si9dq:sp·a~t~e.~bt2·. Olympics .in. Lpnd()r). 

1 UK Anti-Doping is the National Anti-Doping Organisation for the UK, and is responsible for managing 
the results of drug tests conducted under the Anti-Doping Rules of UK Athletics ("UKA"), the governing 
body for the sport of athletics in the UK. The Panel is convened under Rule 9.3 of the Anti-Doping Rules 

·-I 
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2. The charges arise out of her participation in the Bedford International Games ("BIG11
) on 12th 

June 2011. She provided a urine sample which, on later analysis, was found to contain two 

anabolic steroids, testosterone and clenbuterol, both of which are on the Prohibited List of 

·the World Anti-Doping Agency (11WADA") 2011 List. 

3. 

·. (i) 

of IAAF ADR 32.2(a) - p 

its Metabolites or Markers in a sample; and 

ingesting or· otherwise consuming clenbuterol and testosterone · 

n of the sample in violation of IAAF 32.2(b) (use or attempted 

athlete of Prohibited Substance or a Prohibited Method). 

2 Provision of documentation, hearing bundles, Skeleton Arguments and the like 
3 UK Anti-Doping also deny that there was jurisdiction to entertain the application, but as is apparent from 

the short record of the Decision, the Chainnan took the view that there were no good grounds for granting 
the application even were there to be jurisdiction to make such an Order 
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Parties and Procedure at the Hearing 

5. UK Anti-Doping was represented by Mr Jonathan Taylor, a Solicitor and a Partner in Bird & 

Bird LLP. 

6. 

it clear that when we invited Ms Wilson to consider 

take legal ad~ice, such invitation was not intended to be a 

petence as an advocate. Although, as he frankly acknowledged, E 

e, we felt that he presented his arguments and his client's 

.. 

herS.~If:~~~-;~iyelj ;j()jth~:.R9.l1~1. It had not been- foreshadowed i~ .~nyt~iqg-._~ubf:TliJt~d-:iri=:Wi:itlng 
.. ' 

beforehand. :·_: 

9. . When she was asked what if any, substances she might knowingly have consumed in the 

days and weeks before this competition, Ms Wilson explained that the only pills that she had 

taken were vitamins that she had obtained from places like Boots and Holland & Barrett. 

However, she also told us she had taken what she understood to be a multi-vitamin drink 
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------··----··------·---·· .. ··----·---·--------------·--·----.. --.. ··-·-···--..................... - ................................................................................................ ----------····· ..... . 

provided to her by Dr Skafidas, which he had obtained (she understood) from a supplier in 

Germany4. 

10. The Panel 

regarded it as possible that she drank a contaminated drink 

J she might wish to say that there was substantial mitigation to 

that she trusted her coach to provide her with something legitimate 

out to be illegitimate. Had that been an argument she wished to advance~ it would have 

t~:.:_:_.~_;_.; __ :_;_:.:.~~(l~~o.: __ e_v_ ~:~n:::~::r:~n::~:::::: 1:e~::a:n:~::;:::~~nr:~~~-·~-~~-·~-w-··.~ .. J.o··-~-·-··u·i_;_.:_J_j·d·"_1m~:·' 
·; -~ ; .. ;, ~: ·:!::-:: :::;;· .. --.~. • 

:./.~i?t\~~::::. ;~:~:-~:::~;>: ::_~·-·.::_;. . . . . . .. . . . . .. -.. ::. ~- .·:·~· 

12. %";·~~'.d~0~ Oi'§~fidqsand Ms Wilson the opportunity to consider thi~·Pcitehti#J prt{bl~hli~t~; 
:;>.<:·:~·;::··-~-~: ... :_·::::.; .. :·.·.:- .......... ' . . '. 

a' sb()rt 'adjpyiMrD.~nt~~flli.e,:~nq of the evidence. They relur~ed''and both:told us ih'at they 

were happy]oproce~cl:bn the. basis that th~y ~aw.no·such potentialconflict>as we had 

identified. They made it Clear that it was no part of.Ms Wilson Is defence or mitigation to 

suggest the multi-vitamin drink supplied by Dr Skafidas as a possible source of the illegal 

substances. 

13. Accordingly~ we continued the hearing and listened to submissions. 

4 Indeed, she noted on the form DB/I, under the invitation to declare medication, that she used a "multi
vitamin drink:' 
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----~-~-~--·---------........ , ... ___________________ , __ .. _____ ................. ----------····------·-------·-----.......... _ ................................................................................. _ .. __ ............ ---·---·--····"-·"'"""' .. .. 

. ., 

14. As will be apparent from our summary and discussion of the evidence, we heard a number 

of witnesses called by UKAD. Ms Wilson gave evidence on her own behalf but Dr Skafidas 

15. 

· of the case, Mr Taylor gave us a written submission whic · 

ument. He also made brief oral submissions. Dr Skafidas ad 

ons and said he would reduce his submissions to writing. We made 

·at the written version assuming it was, in effect; a written expression of 

. .. . . . . . . . .... :.:·: ... ~- _:: ::.:; ~: .. :. ~ •. ~ .... 

arg'ufueri:l~··.·.~~;·h~·a.·a.~·d-res§~ .. to us. 
!, ... ,., .• '"'':.·· :··· 

The Relevant Rules · 

18. . It was not in dispute that the substances identified on analysis by Professor Cowan's 

laboratorys were illegal in the sense that they are both prohibited by WADA and appear in 

the 2011 Prohibited List. 

5 Professor Cowan's Statement is to be found at DB/5 
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------ -·-···---·-··-··--·-········•······-···-·····-----·-·-··---------------·--··--·--··--··-···--··--··--·-··-··-······· ···•·······--·--·························· ........................ . 

19. The rules that govern the conduct of drug testing are known as the Anti-Doping Rules of UK 

Athletics (UKA), the governing body for the sport of athletics in the United Kingdom (see 

Schedule 3 of the UKA Anti-Doping Rules), which incorporate and implement at national 

a member6. 

20. 

at AB/1 is the current version, and is deemed 

out in the UKA Rules: see UKA Rule 2.1, AB/1 p.96. 

e IAAF Rules7 states that: 

"The Anti-Doping Rules shall apply· to the IAAF, its Members and 

Y~Ja:;;jJ~IIt~t;:~:::0:o a;:~:i::~~e:~h:1::. ~~~::::::0::;1A::: ,:,!;~'11~1~!1~11~~, 
~·:.~~~ ~~\::i~:~ ~: 1: :;~ ~:~: ~ .. ~~ ~-: ~ ~: :: ~-- ·_ ~~: ::;;~~:> ~ :;~-~-~ ~ :: ; . ; : :~:: :::_~:~ ::~ 

''·;;·:};(\_·:: ... ?;A~$od.i~tfqns by virtue of their agreement, membership, amrJarJpn; 
.. ..:.-: >_: .. : :; : ~ -~ ··. .. • 

. ·.· ·.:: L ~'vt69risaiibnP. }Jqcreditation or participation 

See also UKA Anti-Doping Rule 1.4 (AB/1, internal p. 96). 

6 Dr Skafidas draws our attention to and relies on the WADA Code (and the procedures for the collection 
of samples which was described in a film shown at the beginning ofthe hearing). He quotes Article 3 in 
his written closing submission as he had in oral argument. We find no inconsistency between those 
provisions and the UK.A Anti-Doping Rules or the IAAF Rules the material provisions of which we set 
out in more detail in this decision. 

7 See AB/1, pl6/40. 
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"These Rules shall apply to and shall bind all athletes, support 

personnel for athletes and other persons under the jurisdiction of 

.· UKA (as derived from the IAAF). All Athletes, Athletes' Support 

Rule 33.1, the burden is on UK Anti.:Doping to prove that Ms 

the violations charged lito the comfortable satisfaction of the relev 

. . ·.· .... · ... ·.............. .. .. ... . . .. .... . . . 

23. .In relation to the. Rule 32.2(a)·ch~rge (Presence),.UKAnti-Dopi.ng sUbrrlitted lhat its burden 

of proof was discharged by the evidence: IAAF Rule 32.2(a)(ii} provides: "sufficient proof of 

an anti-doping rule violation under Rule 32.2(a) is established by either of the following: 

presence of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers in the Athlete's A Sample 

where the Athlete waives analysis of the B Sample and the B Sample is not analysed; qr, 

8 
See also W ADA Article 3.1 as quoted by Dr Skafidas 
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where the Athlete's B Sample is analysed and the analysis of the Athlete•s B Sample 

confirms the presence of the Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites·'. 

24. In this case. as noted 

exogenous 

is 

compliance is deemed sufficient to conclude 

T were conducted properly1o. In any event. Ms Wilson 

reliability of those findings. But she does challenge the proced 

the collection of her sample. 

25. Testosterone and clenbuter<>l are both Prohibited Substances within the meaning of IAAF. 

~t~~~~~t,h~: :n:~:c~~:b~:yt:::~::t::::::~h;:~:~:t::e::e:::;tll!lli*~;:,~~l 
·=~ri:'~&tl~dopfog)i)i~.Yiolation under Rule 32. 2(a)". · ·.' .. ,. 

;:::;;,·;:·~~}~:.:(:,;::·~:-: .......... · •. :. ····•· ....•.. ,. .. , • .. ·;·• ;; ' •. •·.· ,, ,•·.L 

. . . . . ~ · .. ' 

26. . . The Use ph~rge, Wnc1~(Rql~·32.2{b) i§ ~noth.~r~tri.ctl.iability offence: •that is, pro()fofuse is 

sufficient on . its own to suslairlthe charge because "ii-isnbt necessary that intent, fault, 

negligence or knowing Use on the Athlete's part be demonstrated in order to establish an 

anti-doping rule violation for Use of a Prohibited Substance or a Prohibited Method. 11 • 

. 
9 See the copy at AB/3 
10 See IAAF Rule 33.3(a) and definition of"lntemational Standard" (at DB/1). 

. 
11 "Use'" is defined in the IAAF Rules as "the utilisation, application ingestion, injection or consumption 

by any means whatsoever of any Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method'. 
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The Panel's findings on the procedure and the sample 

27. · In short summary, the Panel is entirely satisfied that the sample tested by the Laboratory 

was the sample collected from Ms Wilson on 12th June 2011 and we have no doubt as to the 

integrity of the process of 

28. 

ational Standard", states: "Compliance with an 

alternative standard, practice or procedure) shall be 

· the procedures addressed in the Standard were performed prope 

29. However, in view of the various challenges made to the procedure for the collection of the 

'i~l;iiltuld expand on the evidence we took in~o account. 
.'. ~? ~~t ~: ::_: y :;.: .. ~:.:~: { :~~~~~:~1~:; ::~ 

··••••······ r··-········-

30. ::~-._~ltp~-~~~·~:-w.~~~.:-,.qalled to establish how the process of testing was co_n·aJHis·ct~·j'[Bf·?tffit$.{_"::;;:·~ 

. P~hiCiH-~hca~e; ... ifl$-tairto. observe12 that they acknowledged that theyhad little.bi·nB;:dire~t:<· 
·>:;'.' ..... : ... -~~·.:;_· ...... ', .. ; .......... ~ ~ . . .. . ... . . . . ..• .. ....... ~.:->·'. 

_ recollettlbd:~f·the'_-~~qo_~hc~-cf:-~V.~nt~~. _But we do not. ~ccep(thafthafweak~n§·ih~·case 

that UK Anti-bopi~g.-present on_thecontrary/_ourview lsthatsOrne of the alleged departures 

_from established procedure would have been so substantial that the witnesses spoke 

compellingly when they denied that it could have happened. Their answer, shortly 

· 
12 Dr Skafidas specifically drew this to our attention in his Closing Submissions. 
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·-·-· -· --·---·------· -·---·-·-·-··--··-·--·---·-······-······-""-·····--·-······"···""""""-''"'"'"'"''-·-·-------··"-·"'"""'·'"'"' ... 

summarised, was that, if that had happened, such a departure would have been an entirely 

exceptional event which they would have remembered. 

31. 

regard it as 

the author of the Doping Control Form 

e sample that Ms Wilson provided was less than the required 90 m 

ked to provide and did provide a second sample. It is certainly 

DCF contains only the number of the blue lid in respect of the first (and partial) sample that 

~~~~~l-;:~~r :::::~·n:~h:o:u::n: ::~:r::d1~;r::~:o;:m~s o~r~~tllfi"~~cJ~ 
',:\A/t.iting)·'·~,i··:q~¢f~t~tion of her umulti~vitamin drink' and15 her words thaf:·sJl~;-._j._h'~d-~:-I~~A8':;·;-~:.;" 

: : :; : : : : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . " ..... ' . . . ., . . ' . : ..... ; : . <.: : ~ : :.~;_: ~- ;~: : :· 
.. 

············ ............................. . 

tormal decl.~ratrorfth~t sbe, Was ""sf1ti$ti~a witnth,e .urine sam pte col/ecudn prqcedure ana that 
·.::: .. :.: :.···: .: ·:·:.:.· ... · .. · .... 

the informatio/1-set Out'ih:this forfn·· (vvas)· accurat~ .and· correct. 1 confirm that my urine 

sample collected has been sealed and numbered above ... ". 

13 Witness Statement at DB/2 
14 DB/3 
15 Significantly, in our judgement 
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~=-------------~-----·---·---··-······--.. -............................................. , ........ _ ............... _._ ................ _ ..... -................................................................................................. -...................................................................................... __ _ 

,:~-

Collection Procedures and Suggested Departures. 

33. Ms Wilson and I or Dr Skafidas suggested that there were a number of departures from 

recognised procedures. In this context, we should say that the procedures governing the 

34. 

of establishing facts and presumptions are 

overly burden the Decision, the full terms of Rules 33.1, 33.2 

be incorporated verbatim into this Decision. 

Ms ~~lrn(l~ ':-~f.'p~r~gf~ph.)~ of her Witness Statement (DB/3}. Dr -$kafidas tnakes. no 

mentioh"ofit in.his"do~ihgatgJinent 

37. A more significant allegation17 was that Ms Wilson alleged that it was Mr Anderson who 

placed the partial sample in the shower room behind his desk and then gave it back to her 

when she needed to collect it. We unreservedly accept Mr Anderson's evidence that he did 

16 See AB/1, IAAF Competition Rules- internal page 48 
17 Numbered separately as departures 2, 3 and 4 in the written cJosing argument. 
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\ 

not do as Ms Wilson contends. We find that she placed the sample behind him, and 

collected it when she needed to retrieve it. 

38. it had been sealed but 

39. 

lid. Further, she claims that it was into that same con 

d time before (as she acknowledged in evidence) that single, 

pie was taken back and divided by her into the A and B samples in 

gQf~':ith~f:.~H~)fql)ow~ standard practice19 and the procedure that she 
;:· . ·;_'.. . . . . ~- : ~- ............ : : .... "~: _._. " . ~ 

par~~'faph5.:1A)q'45·:0i~.ffi-~r,.~itness Statement (DB/4) . 
.. 

41' . Dr Skafidas mad¢ the p()ih.f.thaf i( a$ Ms Kelrnan asserted/ Ms Wilson 

accordance with the usual practice, with a second blue lid for the purpose of providing a 

second I supplementary sample that would go into a separate container, then it is odd and I 

18
See paragraphs 16 and 17 of her Witness Statement at DB/11 and departure 1 on the written closing. 

19 
Sure in the sense that she would be certain had she departed from it: and there was absolutely no reason 
whatsoever for her to do so 

12 



or a departure from standard or appropriate practice that there was no record made of the 

number on that second lid. 

42. It is a fact that no record was made of the number of that second lid, but we do not find that 

phone) from one of the Doping Control Team, AI 

t, if one of the two testing processes (Glasgow and Bedford) was 

· , it was the test at Glasgow rather than the one at Bedford, as is 

. . ~r!::i::~~~f~-~r written comments on the oco·s report for Glasgow. iDt~~1~,;-~;~~~!~fj' 
44. >,,'~~~i(~~~~l~!~,~~ ,~nd that the procedure at Bedford was conducted in accord<J.b~~~W;~1~~$;i[.;~'n 

~~:~·~;~~-hB:.ijij;~}Ji~rkable processes described by Mr Anderson and Ms Ke1rti:a·n~.<.w¢J~cd~~f:(:·· 
'('· ... ·;·~f:>:>~ >>::-:~·--:~:::{:~<~:<~-.-~:::~.;;-~;··:: .. :~::'}··~·- . ".' :· .. · ...... "··· ....... :: .·.·:·. :· .. 

. as· it conflictS.:with: if."W~i~#acH~ignificimhe(othe factth~t M~ Wilson 'expressed tler:self'to . 

. be satisfied with the testing process at the time, notwithstanding that(if she is to be believed) 

the procedures were very substantially different from those which she had experienced at 

Glasgow. 

20 In a Supplementary Bundle- hereafter SB 
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- 45. We also attach significance to the fact that when she met representatives of UKAD on the 

evening of Bth July 2011 she was asked whether she had any concerns about the testing 

process and replied "It was kind of the same. It was fineu21. 

46. 

._We also accept that the delivery of those bottles 

was made properly-and in accordance with standard (and well 

4ltlt~itll~;::::: :~e:IJ:~i::ti:;s~; ::~:::~:::~:~e job it was1~~~~~~~~,Y 
·\tfl6~!iig~:~B_qiwhos,e Statement is at DB/6. That evidence was not ~""'"' 11" .. ""'"'~"~···~ 

·':~:.:<'•'':::·:>.•\::::::··:·:~··:·.: :: ·.: :::;·;:_:;:_::. ,:; :· .•::•: .:·': •,: :;::: :-:~ •. : :·:::,::::::: .. :.':;<' 
. •. '. ·:.·_'••' :¥•'A' ... 

an~·-~$.:~¢¢~p:(ii~[:;·~y:::)\::. 

. . . . . . . . . : . . . . : . ~ . : . . . . . . : . . . - . - . . . . . . . . . . 

48. Since-we fin~_tbafth~re \!lie($ nodepadure.s:frqfu standard•procedures,.it.isunn~c.essary for 

· · us to address the issue of materiality - that is, whether notwithstanding any departure from 

recognised standards, the Anti-Doping Organisation had discharged the burden of 

21 See the Statement of Richard Redman at DB/8 
22 In evidence though not in closing. 
23 See paragraph 23 of her Witness Statement- DB/I 0 
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.,. 

demonstrating that the departure did not cause the adverse analytical finding24. However, we 

do say this: if, for example, we had held that Mr Anderson and/or Ms Kelman had acted as 

Dr Skafidas says they 

the sample analysed was the uncontamin 

49~ . We have already noted and need not recite the process for the transmission of the samples 

~,~~:~~~((~:~~~~:c:e:~r:isl: ~::::~:!: i::::;:::c::;.an in his Witness··:~~~~~~t~~i~f~~~~ · 
··"- "''·;fc;". ' ·.·;,;-,; ·'''· .... :··._';:'f··,::::C:'"::<:·:•.;,; 
';: .. ;~~~-:;-~-:-~::~::~~·;:·:· -·::::'.:. ·,. ,; .. :·:~~ .. ·::·;.,,~ 

................. 

--' ... ;· ~:- .. :·, ·: .... : ~ .. -; . 

50. • S'&hi~-::~ig'QJfi®hee+is:·attached by U KAD to the reaction of Ms Wilson.wh~n.IttiEi}i·;qobtiobt¢rl 
; ,',. . ·. " .. ·: : ... ,• .. . . .. . ·• . . . .. . .. ... : . .. . : ; ~ . : · .. _: ; ·... . . . . . . . . . : . : .. : . . . . ·. . . . . . .. . . . : ·. . :. . . 

herwilh:ihehe~s_-'t~~t~h~-had.:t_ested positive. We rejected a submissiona'tthebegipb'iri'g of 

the case thafthe evidence fromMr R~dman on this issue (andior indirectly from Mr Herbert 

and Ms Re who accompanied him) should be excluded as more prejudicial than probative. In 

our judgment, it is of importance and relevant to consider this part of the history. 

51. After they had failed to serve the relevant documentation2s on Ms Wilson at home, they 

located her in the public car park of her place of work at East Lindsey District Council. Mr 

24 See, for example, Art 3.2.2 ofthe WADA Code as quoted by Dr Skafidas . 
. 

25 Including a Notice of Charge, dated 8d1 July ~ DB/7 
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Redman described the exchange in his Witness Statement at DB/8 and he gave evidence to 

the same effect. 

52. We do 

in the attempts that Mr Redman I Mr H 

possible to explain ·the way she behaved that morning on the 

aves as one might expect, we do find the account of the co 

{::;;,:~~~-"''~ygpj_g_g;~,p~tween those representatives, Ms Wilson and Dr Skafidas to be 

'\;!til~~~~~' . 
':.-}_ft~::i:f:::;.';~:\.\'1fW~~7.f~;.;fJ.:·,~:-~:. :.J_·t; 

54. 't~~\~-~~:i~~;ij~~~:-~:~$gt;tqat evening from Mr Redman -which we prefer tQ:liJ~i:r:eca~ne.Gtl_on:or.•.>.·· 
;: -~:,·:. ~: .. ::;~-~-~- ~~-- ~-~ :.::\~:t\; ;~ ··:~ /:~}/:·;.::~-::);: .. : '•• 

evehts:~Jy.~"ri:tiYM~·:MYiJ~.Pn;-.7.,establishes that; apart from a toil.c:~r~····~ofo,·on''0 •lcJ.-p~QP.It~::vvorlu 

might hav~ been rndtiv~t~dto ¢on~~millate Ms Wilson's food and I ordrink, .• there was no 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

challenge to the procedures. Nor did Ms Wilson seek tO engage in discussion about what 

could possibly have gone wrong to anything like the same extent that might have been 

expected of someone who was genuinely innocent. 
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Ms Wilson's Evidence 

55. 0 and DB/12) and by her oral 

evidence. 

adults, volunteers, clubs and sports part · 

had ever knowingly taken a Prohibited Substance and, 

that the only (this is our word, not hers) unusual substa 

was a drink provided by her coach (and imported from Ge 

to contain legiti~ate minerals and vitamins. 

''-':Ji~l~~~~~fh!m:i~~f.Q.f~,t-$..:YPmissions wh~ther there was any other evidence;he'Wish~J{'ttitn.tro.~.dte 
...... :::·::~·:·_:._:·;:~i--::-.::<·:·y_: __ :-~~;·:Y:~?.:-~·;;~;;·:.~(:~:~.-:.:: .. ;; .. ::-:.:·::::-~:.:: . ·- ·.: ·- .. -:·.;_·_ .. -.. · .·· .. :. . . . :;.~ ................ _ ..... : 

ahJ·:·irw~Q::BQl¥:_rci:i-th:¢-co,urs~:9f submissions, in response toa••·poirit·rl1aderby·til~ cha·i~fman, 
. .: .... : ... ::::··::: .. ·:·:.:··::·::··::: : .. ::·.:::: ... : .... 

... . ... '······· .. - . ... ..... ... .. . . .. 

. that he suggested he might be able to find the· minerals box and) or provide details of the 

· . . substance in question. 

57. Whilst one must obviously make certain allowances for the fact that someone is not legally 

represented, our firm view was that Dr Skafidas and Ms Wilson had had plenty of time and 

opportunity to provide us with chapter and verse about whatever "minerals drink' or other 

substance she might have taken. 
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58. Even so, had they suggested even at that very late stage that the minerals drink was even a 

possible source of inadvertent contamination, we would probably have adjourned the 

to in the written closing submission. 

59. , Ms Wilson's case was one of asserting that, since she knew 

ebody else must be responsible for the contamination of the sample. 

60. ~he s~ggested as possible culprits some other (unidentified) jealous competitors, pos~iply 

1'fli~~~~i~ her belongings at the smdium that day. . . A!"~~[~~~~[~i~]~j~~,'~,,] 
:•:·,~' li~<.:,:;;;~:;;;;y:;~;'':'~~':' ::;c:: :: : • '·, ',. •. , •. : .... : . ·: F?< ~i!{tD. {;:;.:;~·;ii;:.t·.:}· , . 
·::;>~f~J:~~-:~u:;::~:~:f~~L~)}71;·;~:~~~.:-<~~~~~t~))i~-[~ ._ . .. . ~--··- .... ,-,=~~=;·:····; ... 

61. Ait~tR~ti~~~~:·:j·[~~~f-h.9 ,great precision as to when this might have occ~xr$8,:::;gh:~:.\;~,$~::;-:Jrn::• 
-·~: : ;-.~·-:~:::,,;.<: .. ··;~. ;_,.;',,;:~:,' ::' '·:'.; ;, "':<. '· :: ' 

sugge$ted.-£8~t:.'l)eG.aus·~-.of'the departures from procedure that she all~ged had:;takeJ'l/pi~Ce, : 
~·-::·:::·.:.·::::·:~.:'::.:.::::~::.·.':.·.·:·:· ... : ... · .. ~:~·.:.:··::··.. ·~ .. ~·:. -.-.' .-_. :: .: .. ·.:·.·.· ... : ... ;·::,;;·.:· ... :·:: ... 

,, ' 
.... · .. : .... 

there might have tie~H wilful. of careless cqntam.inati.on. or the sample that in tact sri~· ·had 

provided, possibly after: she had first provided the partial sample and I or at some indefinite 

· _later time before itwas transmitted to (or analysed at) the laboratory. 

62. There is not a shred of evidence to support any allegation that another person - such as a 

jealous competitor- spiked her drink. We accept there is no CCTV which assists us in our 

determinations but have no hesitation in saying that this is just another unsubstantiated 

attempt to excuse herself by blaming someone else. We note that no-one was identified as 
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having any particular motive other than a generalised suggestion that people were jealous of 

her recent success and progress. 

63. created the 

o sought to incriminate Ms Wilson. 

is another unsubstantiated allegation she advances and reject 

that our finding is that Ms Wilsonls sample was not contaminated, 

e. We noted - and accept - Professor Cowanls evidence that it 

have been very difficult for a non-scientist intent on adulterating such a sample to have 

su~~~~n9~~f&ithJH·ffi~f:bqdy arose as a consequence ot sometning.th~tsH~;~ither'tn9e~ted 
, ...•.. 

;, ..... ; : : : . . ·. :· ... : : :·.:··; .... ·. ·.-:· :·. ~- ............. : . :. . ' . . -. . . 

(or, pOs~i~lyrin]ectedandthat shetook suchprohibi!edsllbstance(s)•vblunt(3ri!Y. 

The Evidence of Professor Cowan 

65. Professor Cowan's evidence is at DB/5. It should be taken that we accept entirely the 

evidence contained within that Statement, subject to the qualification (on paragraph 24) that 

he conceded jt to be possible that one could achieve the kind of levels of testosterone 
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... . 

present in this sample by a 110ne offl administration through injection, even if (as he 

explained) it would be impossible or at least overwhelmingly unlikely that one could achieve 

occasion. 

66. 

Cowanls analysis. 

to paragraph 24 of his witness statement, we cann 

athlete: indeed, it is no part of her case that she has had a 

67. In that case, it must follow that the overwhelming likelihood is that she had absorbed the 

'~~~~~~::::::: :r::: :~:;~:;:e2:a:; :~,:s:::~:~:h:t i~::t) must 
·. ';,~i,f~;l;~~i~~~~:~ignificance . 

...... , .. :; 
, .. , 

Conclusi6ns,·· ... 

68. Our conclusions can be sun1marised as follows: 

(i) The urine sample provided by Ms Wilson on 12th June 2011 was later analysed and 

found to contain significant26 quantities of anabolic steroids (clenbuterol and 

testosterone). These are Prohibited Substances. 

26 The Laboratory first analysed Ms Wilson's A sample, following the procedures set out in WADA's 
International Standard for Laboratories (the .. ISL"). The Laboratory found the following substances in 
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(ii) The collection of Ms Wilson's urine sample on 12th June 2011 was in accordance with 

recognised procedures. We find that there were no departures from established 

them knowing exactly what it was that she was 

know, it is very dear to us (and we find) that she failed to 

r to satisfy herself that whatever she took was legitimate. 

69. It follows that we are satisfied that Ms Wilson's sample was collected in accordance with the 

·. :(} .< -~---~: iM:·:_:, :·:·.,;.::.~~ ~ ~ ':.;'~' .:: :."' '': 

':::'~~mB~~;,~~.~·.·JA~F~~~r3·?) . 
. :' ._ ... =: : ...... >"; ... ·. ..-: -:·· ·. ... :.:<_: .:~.: ·.::: .(' ::·: ·.. . 

...... ..: .. .. ... ·-

70. As we have ~!ready held,--i(is therefore unnecessary to address the question of whether a 

potentially important departure (such· as those which were put to Mr Andseron and Ms 

Ms Wilson's A sample. Exogenous (i.e. externally-sourced) testosterone, at a concentration of 
approximately 196 nglml. The exogenous nature of the testosterone found was indicated by the ratio of 
testosterone to epitestosterone in the sample (more than 7: I) and was confirmed by IRMS analysis; and 
clenbuterol (at a concentration of more than 30nglml) 

27 We repeat that for a departure to be significant it would need to be a material departure- see IAAF 
Rule 33.3(b). However, nothing in the present case casts the slightest doubt on the integrity and validity 
of the Adverse Analytical Finding or even begins to undermine the factual basis for the anti-doping rule 
violation. 
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73. 

Kelman} did or did not, on the facts on the case, invalidate the finding (IAAF 33.3(b))28• In 

short, we find that there were no departures from good and standard practice in the 

Ms Wilson provided. It was that 

~5 allows an athlete to plead in mitigation of sanction 

·substances in her sample was due to No (or No Significant) Fault 

. To make use of IAAF Rule 40.5, however, an athlete must first 

got into her system, and must then show that it got there thro 

t) Fault or Negligence of her own. 
.,. :.::i;;.'{':;:i::·:::+~;: .. :::':.:'~'· 

"." .... ·~;:;.: ;; . :·: ~:::·<.: ": . 

. · .••..•. •· .. also show that the substance got into her system by specifiq:~~;~:~~~~{~~f~~ 
proof of spiking I contamination, not by mere denials and·cq.flJ#SJqr~:~:i:'r-;·< 

...... 
. . . ..:.~ ._: :.;~;.: :. ; .-: .·.;; . . .. .. -~~; ;: .. 

~:;~.;;:-:;;·:=:::::- . 
············ 

Ms:··yyilsp9 h~·~ hc>t)pyghtt() ,adduce any such evidence inth,is·case: ihdeed,-'she ·does not 

attempt to>¢xplaip hC'N the ~lenbuterol and testosterone came to be. in her· system, and her 

'spiking' allegations are very vague and non.,specific, and supported by no evidence 

whatsoever. She specifically declined to blame anyone else {such as her coach) or to 

identify any substance with which someone supplied her and of which she is now suspicious. 

Accordingly, IAAF Rule 40.5 cannot be applied in this case. 

28 At which point the burden would transfer to the Prosecuting Authority 
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7 4. We turn then to the consequences of the Anti-Doping Rule Violations. 

75. 

medals, 2011 Bedford 

accordance with IAAF Rule 40.1; and (c) a 

uent events (up to the date she was provisionally 

peting) should also be disqualified, in accordance with IAAF Rule 

and· most serious question is to decide on the period of ineligibility i 

. -· .. . 

. 78. · IMF Rule 40;2 provides: 

"The period of ineligibility imposed for a violation of Rules 32. 2( a) 

(Presence of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers), 

32.2(b) (Use or Attempted Use of a Prohibited Substance or 

Prohibited Method) and 32. 2m (Possession of Prohibited 

Substances and Prohibited Methods), unless the conditions for 
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·------'~---------~--···· .. ·---·----··-···············--···········"··""··-"·"··"·"·"'"·"·'-·-··- .. --· .. c ......................................... - ........ - .................................................... _ ............................................................ _., ______ .. _,._,. ___ _,,. ............ _ ............. _ 

eliminating or reducing the period of ineligibility as provided in Rules 

40.4 and 40.5, or the conditions for increasing the. period of 

79. cases involving II Specified Substances". · 

Substance (as defined in the IAAF Rules and 

Rule 40.4 cannot apply in this case. 

present "which justify the imposition of a period of ineligibility greater than the standard 

:mim;;g;~fj~;"~;"'~'i\'''!Q}j~;[\tbe standard two-year sanction applicable under IAAF 40.2 "shall be i~j~~r~~~·~~ji~ 

1~~i~i~i~~~. of four (4) years unless the Athlete or other Person can .~ 
·-'ii'~iJ1J>m(O.ft:~ffi!~i:·$at/$taction · of . the hearing panel that he did not knowingly .c ~~~rrJ~:r·1fi~Wil].i]i§ij.; 

: :.. ~-~;~:;~ .. :-._: :~: -~ .. :.: :.~ :~·:· .·; -~:· ;·: .. ~ ·.:·~: : .. -:.-:· ·. ·:· .. · . 
. . . ; >""; ·::. ·: ·:·:·. :·. :~: ·: :. · .. ,: : ::·: ~::· ·: <.:-~ ;:,::·:~~~(·. --~ 

·a6pi~~:r4i$:.y;illl~t{d,i1'/1' . .._: 
.... ''" 

81. IAAF Rule 40.6(a) states: "Examples.·ofaggravating.circumstanceswhichmayjustify the 

·imposition of a period of Ineligibility greater than the standard sanction are: ... the Athlete or 

other Person usee/or possessed multiple Prohibited Substances or Prohibited Methods ... ". 

82. In the judgement of the Panel, there are a number of aggravating factors. 
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---------- ··-··-······-·······-----··------···········-·-················-·-·············· ..... 

~-

83. First, we accept that Ms Wilson must have allowed herself to take or use prohibited 

84. 

substances containing two anabolic agents, namely testosterone and clenbuterol. In the 

taken orally). 

Officer). Other (younger) athletes, as we 

the world of athletics, are entitled to expect her to set 

exactly the opposite. 

en confronted with the result of the analysis, far from admitting h 

· (perhaps) explaining how she fell prey to temptation (or even how she came to make. so 

were.s6·J~~IbUs·ofher.tha'tth.eY,rnightwant to spike _her.drinks·.···Th~ id~Odtied·pe~sonn~lare 

· the Doping Control Officers who (she alleges) deliberately or carelessly departed so 

seriously from proceduresthat.the opportunity arose for her sample to become contaminated 

·.-that is, if they did not deliberately contaminate it themselves. 

87. These are very serious allegations to make and when, as we find to be the case here, they 

are found to be untrue, such conduct constitutes an aggravating factor of substantial 

· importance. 
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88. So far as we are concerned, the only real question is by how much the two year minimum 

should be extended towards the four year maximum. We note that in the case of UKAD v 

. Edwards29, the. NADP T years to reflect the 

"aggravating 

89. 

that the sample was interfered with during the proce 

case, the athlete went very much further, positively blaming oth 

her food/drink before she was tested and implying and I or suggesti 

that Mr Anderson and/or Ms Kelman were ·so neglectful of their duties in dep_arting_ from 

\)\\~ltiml1l\~f{~~~~~~~~li~~~~,blished procedure that they allowed a situation to arise in which th_~:y~~~l~~~"fil~--i 
~&,·~~"'''''"''"''' -~~~~inalion of the samples during the testing process (assuming .. 

\~;~~ff.~~~w~~ffi~iP!~ tor such contamination) . 
. ...... _.·,,::. :·:; ..... 

91. To that ext~nl, we regard this as a.worse case than Edwards, Ne·verthei!3SS. 

that we would not feel compelled to impose the sallle san·ction as in thatcase .even were we 

S(3tisfied that the present was no more or less serious. 

92. That is because we do not necessarily find it compelling to compare individual features of 

individual cases with one another and, whilst consistency in decision making is important, 

one tribunal may (within reason) legitimately take a different view from another. 

29 Tribunal Decision ih June 2001- AB/9 
30 See paragraph 3.4.30 of the decision~ AB/9 
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93. Suffice it to say that we regard this as a very bad case of doping. Particularly given the way 

in which the defence was advanced, we find that there is no mitigation but considerable 

aggravation. 

94. 

it, and it having confirmed the A sample analysis, she is liable to 

costs31. In those circumstances, we: 

:u :i1tt;i)~\i;:~i\~\: ,j\~i~~~!lf~\);\ij)\~.::5;:' ': ::;':_:' ·;:;~ 1til;~~!\~;;;,·=llfl'ii!'·!':!~:ji;: 

'~i~!~~l'il~,that Ms Wilson has committed the following anti-doping rule viol~~g~~!i~f~'~'~'~j*~ 
·:-.g~~"·tf'6?,:~!-~pf,~~~gQ~jqf.__prohibited substances (testosterone and clenbuterol) in _t~-~: ~rin~:-·s·~~pl~~(:_-:: 

.. " .......... .. 

_ ;-_prci~ia~a:fiy Ms Wilson on 12 June 2011, in violation of IAAF Rule 32.2(a);.an·~·(·~) u_s~' 
. : ~ .. ; .. . .. ; · ... : : ~ :· .. . : . 

. ijf,those-tw6"prbhibHedsubs~ances prior to that sample_-provisfor1, :;nviolati()n-ofji\AF 

Rule 32:2{b); 

(ii) Disqualify (1) Ms Wilson's results in the 100m at the 2011 Bedford International 

Games, by operation of IAAF Rule 39; (2) any other results obtained by Ms Wilson at 

the 2011 Bedford International Games, in accordance with IAAF Rule 40.1; and (3) 

31 £848 plus VAT 
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any results obtained by Ms Wilson at any subsequent events up to the date she was 

(iii) 

she shall pay the costs of the B sample: £848 plus VAT. 
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